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DEVIL CREEK
A INA's second underwater excavation
of 1975 was conducted near Sheytan
Deresi (Devil Creek), on the north coast
of Turkey's Kerme Bay, between the first
of September and the middle of October.
The project was directed by George F.
Bass, assisted by AINA staff members
Donald A. Frey, Robin C.M. Piercy, and
Cynthia J. Eiseman; Ann Bass was in
charge of mending and cataloguing finds,
and Gay Piercy served as expedition
artist. Dr. Frey had spent the summer in
Turkey, negotJatmg the excavation
permit at a time when diving is banned in
the Turkish Mediterranean by military
decree; we are especially pleased that the
Turkish military made an exception for
the excavation, and gratified by the
confidence and trust shown in A INA.
Equally gratifying were the student
volunteers Dr. Frey had recruited: from
Bogazici University in Istanbul came
Cemal Pulak and Cer?fJiz Celep in
mechanical engineering, Omer Zeki Elbi
in electrical engineering, and Sina
Mandalinci and Tufan Turanli in business
administration; Vehbi Gencay, another
engineering student, came from the
Middle East Technical University in
Ankara; and Ayhan Sicimoglu, a former
photography
student,
came
from
Istanbul. NAU/ diving instructor Donald
H. Keith was brought from North
Carolina to teach these novices to dive,
but it was soon obvious that they were
far more than student trainees - they
formed the strength of the team, ably
repairing and maintaining machinery, diving equipment, recompression chamber,
and air banks before the campaign began,
running the photographic darkroom,
keeping precise expedition financial accounts, assisting in drawing, and for most
of the summer taking turns with other
staff members, including Suzanne Biehl
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Cynthia Eiseman and Cengiz Ce/ep examine a storage jar found some distance from the main site.

from Denmark, in shopping for and cooking meals for the group. Most of them
spent two to three months of their
summer vacation in Bodrum making preparations for the expedition before diving
began.
Oguz Alpozen of the Antalya Museum,
himself once a student trainee at Yassi
Ada, served as commissioner from the
Turkish Department of Antiquities, assisted by YDksel Egdemir of the lzmir
Museum, a veteran of our underwater
work since 1960.

CORRECTION
In the Summer, 1975, issue of the
AINA Newsletter, the Penobscot Bay
Expedition should have been described
as a joint effort of the American
Institute of Nautical Archaeology, the
Maine Maritime Academy, and the
Maine State Museum. We apologize for
this omission.
-Ed.

The excavation was financed largely
by the National Geographic Society, with
additional funds given by the SCM Corporation, Alcoa Foundation, Harrison
Eiteljorg, and Triopian Foundation for
Archaeological Research in 1974, when a
planned excavation of the site was cancelled by the Cyprus War.
Dr. Bass is now preparing a scientific
excavation report, but has taken this
opportunity to share some personal impressions of the 1975 expedition with
AINA members.

A Fitting Name
Ali, a huntsman who appeared from
the hills one morning with a shotgun over
his shoulder, dropped small dead birds
from his canvas pack onto our outdoor
table and stayed for lunch, told us that
the gleaming white reflection we saw on
the mountaintop high above us was the
tomb of a pilgrim, a holy man, who
sometimes walked at night and, on oc·
casion, could be heard screaming.

We did not, I think, hear the screams,
but Sheytan Deresi deserves its name:
Devil Creek. Few of us slept solidly
through a night during our six weeks
camped under the trees at the foot of the
mountain . We remembered eight hours of
unbroken sleep each night at Yassi Ada,
supplemented by afternoon siestas, but
here on any given night we waked,
disturbed, and wandered outside, running
into other divers getting a drink of water
or rummaging in the kitchen for a slice of
bread. When sleep did come it was fitful:
a recurring nightmare, shared over breakfast, was that the dreamer was about to
be murdered, although one team member
woke up just before pushing someone off
a cliff. Several times the entire camp was
aroused by the shouts of a sleeping diver.
We blamed it on the wind: dead
stillness was suddenly inte rrupted by a
sound identical to that of an approaching
subway train as the wind whipped eerily
down the mountain in a sudden rush,
flapping and tearing at our tents and
breaking small branches from the pines
above us. Then, with an audible sigh the
train faded into the distance, leaving the
camp once more in stillness.
The wind was strange. Sailing from
Bodrum in a calm sea and rounding the
last point before entering the open bay
on which we camped, the Gunye/ was
often hit by an unexpected and sudden
blast. Captain Mehmet Turguttekin,
raised on that stretch of coast, told us
that when he was a boy he had seen the
sea drawn up into the clouds by a wind
there, describing perfectly a waterspout.
Small wonder a wreck lay there.
Still, we had slept through constant
and powerful winds on other projects.
Perhaps our restless nights were caused by
an unconscious dread of the scorpions; I
found one in my wet suit tying on the
beach the second day in camp, Oguz
found another by the latrine, and Gay
was able to roll off her cot just before
one dropped onto it from the tent ceiling.
A child in a neighboring village was
fatally stung by a scorpion while we were
in camp, and Don, Oguz and I worried
about our own children.

Diving Begins
We were lucky the day we anchored

We anchored the diving barge directly
over the site a hundred feet below - as
securely as possible, for here we feared
the autumnal /ados which might blow
from the unprotected south. Yet it was
the wind from the mountain, directed at
us by the deep valley of Sheytan Deresi,
that once dragged our anchors and once
snapped a cable.
Within a few days I learned the mettle
of our newly trained divers. Returning
one morning from a night of guard duty
on the barge, Sina reported that he had
had to run the bilge pump several times
during the night. It did not sound particularly alarming, but when we crossed the
bay from camp we saw water dangerously
E high on the side of the barge. Captain
· ~ · Mehmet and Captain Ibrahim Gunyel
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were already on board, running the diesel-

• · "§. powered pump and feverishly working to
<t get the spare gasoline-powered pump into

Cemal Pu/ak draws remains of a broken storage
jar.

the barge. I had dived on the site only
twice, when we first saw it in 1973
(AI NA Newsletter Vol. 1, No. 1). and was
depending on Yuksel, with his better
sense of direction under water, to locate
it for us again. But Yuksel was not able to
arrive until a few days later, and I forsaw
several days lost while I searched for it.
Then Cumhur llik, discoverer of the site,
passed the bay by chance, his charter
boat filled with tourists, and said he was
anxious to see the wreck again. For the
second time in three years he led me
directly to it.
It seemed untouched since 1973 when
we had raised two huge pottery vessels (a
pithos, or storage jar, and a krater, or
mixing bowl). along with a number of pot
sherds. Two uneroded holes, each with a
lead diving weight at its bottom, still
marked the positions of the two large jars
we had removed from the sand. Nothing
else was visible.
The jars had been found at the base of
a sloping field of rock outcrops and
boulders. A few sherds were found up
among the rocks in 1973, suggesting the
ship had settled partly on rock and partly
on sand. Thus we now anticipated finding
substantial hull remains in the sandy
desert that dropped from the rocks down
into deeper water.
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operation. Their faces made their comment, shouted over the wind. "Cok fena"
("very bad") redundant. We knew that if
water rose above the wales of the barge it
would find open, ~ncalked seams through
which it would poi.Jf faster than our
pumps could remove it. "We are sinking,"
Mehmet said.
In an instant Sina and Ayhan were on
the barge, grabbed diving tanks, and were
in the water. They swam beneath the
barge, feeling along its bottom, until one
of their hands was sucked hard against
the planking.
"We have the hole," was the report.
"It's too big to fill with sawdust."
Another student began cutting and
flattening an empty oil tin, while still
another looked for hammer and tacks.
Within a few moments the divers had
filled the open seam with a putty-like
calking compound, and tacked the tin
plate securely over it. It was the last
trouble we had with the barge.
Cerna!, Orner and I dived with the
telephone booth next day as it was
towered to the seabed. Using air-filled
lifting balloons we carried it to a point
near the sand/rock interface where we
planned to dig. A plastic grid of twometer squares had already been placed
over the area of the original large jars, and
soon divers began to remove sand with an
air tift. Within the first few days we were
excited by the quantity and variety of

pottery fragments that we had plotted
and removed. Cynthia kept a precise
record of each dive in the field notebook.
Don Frey made a series of metal
probes which were used successfully to
located sherds outside the main excava·
tion area; as these were found, Cengiz and
others replaced the plastic grid with a
more rigid metal one and expanded it to
cover them. But we did not come upon
any signs of the wooden hull we so
eagerly sought.
Cumhur had shown YGksel a third
complete jar in 1973, far from the other
pottery in a sandy field of eel grass above
the rocks. Now YGksel showed it to me.
It lay ninety feet from the grid, mouth
open and gaping upward, partially buried
in sand. Inside were a few rocks, perhaps
carried in by an octopus.
We wondered and discussed how the
pottery had come to lie where it did. I
rejected the theory that it represented the
heavier part of a cargo tossed overboard
to lighten a ship in distress, for it lay in a
close concentration, mixed with several
basketsful of ballast stones, not scattered
as would have happened unless the ship
had been stationary for an unlikely
period of time. The large storage jar
ninety feet from the others may have
floated away from them {does this mean
the jars were empty, being transported
simply as jars?). We then wondered if the
ancient ship had tipped over under water,
spilling out its cargo in a neat pile {except
for the wandering storage jar), and then
rolled on down the steep sandy slope.
We covered every square foot both
visually and with probes for hundreds of
feet around the major concentration of
pottery, touching hands six abreast, and
found almost nothing else. The exception
was a broken base heavily concreted to
rock about fifty feet away; weeks later
we found it joined part of a jar excavated
from the gridded area. We trenched
deeply with the air lift around the
isolated storage jar above the grid, and
again found nothing. Then one survey
team, in shallow water just a few feet
from the rocky coast a hundred yards
from the excavation site, found broken
pieces of one or more large jars concreted
to the seabed, along with a handle
identical in type to some of those found
on the site. Were these simply the remains

Restoration of pottery began on the site. Here (clockwise from right) Ayhan Sicimoglu, Ann
Bass, Cemal Pu/ak and Sina Manda/inci fit the pieces together.

of another jar that had floated away from
the others, or do they suggest the ship,
caught by one of Sheytan Deresi's sudden
blasts of wind while rounding the point,
had capsized, spilling out most of its
cargo, and then floated toward the shore
where it broke apart and was lost? We
still don't know.

Life in Camp
As we continued to air lift the site
down to bedrock, much remained to be
done on land. Humor, as always, buoyed
spirits, and the studenrs were artists. The
small taxi boat run between the camp and
barge by Captain Mehmet's younger
brother Jahit became a Maori war canoe
as they pretended to paddle, brandishing
spear guns, and performed scantily clad
"native dances" on the bow. Or, changing
roles from fierce savages to the "Bronze
Age Swingers," they played Calypso
music worthy of recording on com·
pressors, air tanks, and empty oil drums
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at the stern of the barge. Finally, how·
ever, humor dwindled as inevitable ex·
haustion set in; not only did lack of
sound sleep take its toll, but because of
the late start and fear of autumn storms,
we did not have a complete day of rest
even on the weekly days off when we did
not dive.
The finds of the early days were so
promising that the camp began to take on
an air of permanence. Captain Mehmet,
almost singlehanded, built a large work·
house of concrete, timber, woven mats,
and plastic sheeting, sturdy enough to
withstand the strongest winds and water·
proofed to protect us from rain. Robin
strung lights between the tents and along
the paths built by the Gordon and Alan
Construction Company {"One Turkish
lira for a stone·lined path ·to your tent,
two liras if gravelled") operated by my
two young sons.
The workhouse was a necessity. The
camp swarmed with wasps, thousands of

them, making a constant din of buzzing
among the pine trees. But not until the
workhouse was completed, well into the
campaign, could Mehmet turn his attention to building a screened kitchen. Until
then we ate in the open with yellowjacketed creatures crawling over us. We
learned to ignore them, but it was impossible to avoid accidentally sitting or leaning on one. Everyone was stung at least
once, and most more than once - I quit
counting camp stings after the twentieth.
Divers more allergic to the venom than
others were unable to dive for several
days after being stung. Cemal, especially,
suffered; his forearm and fingers
ballooned to the point he could not use
them for a number of days. Perhaps the
wasps knew it was he who designed and
built the bee traps, each of which, baited
with raw meat, eggs or raw fish, captured
more than a hundred wasps daily. But the
wasps came in ever-increasing numbers
until we simply tried to stay indoors as
much as possible.
Inside the workhouse, Ann began piecing together jars by finding and gluin!l
joining edges among the coarse, unpainted sherds, while Gay kept the site
plan up to date, assisted by Cemal and
Sina, both of whom made underwater
drawings. Ayhan and Vehbi set up a
darkroom tent and worked far into the
night printing enlargements of negatives
developed during the day.
Sina had spent much of his youth in
the United States, where he had undergone surgery on knees injured playing
high-school football. Perhaps it was
sympathy for injury rather than any
specific medical knowledge learned during his convalescence that made him such
an excellent first-aid man (our scheduled
doctor could no longer come when we
finally began work in September); cuts,
scrapes and bruises, some serious, healed
marvelously under his care.
Tufan put his training in business
administration to good advantage keeping
our financial records, always the most
thankless task on an excavation, and
patiently explained to Ann and Ayhan his
double-entry system so that they could
cpntinue the job whenever he was away.
It was sad to see members of this
wonderfully talented group begin to drift
. away, one by one, as school beckoned in
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John Cassils puts finishing touches on a restored jar, while Gay Piercy draws profiles of the pottery.

October.
On the day we stopped diving, October 14, there were few of us left. On that
day the first drops of rain fell. We had
been spared the serious storms that we
had suffered during September and October in 1973. Mehmet began to dismantle
the solid workhouse built to stand, if
needed, for years. For we would not
return to Sheytan Deresi. The seabed
beneath the metal grid now had the
appearance of a barren bomb crater,
several feet of deceptively smooth sand
having been removed from the jagged
bedrock hidden below. We felt, but were
not sure, that we had found almost every
tiny fragment of pottery that lay within
the sand. We were sure there was no hull.

gratulate ourselves on the thoroughness of
our work on the seabed: we found that
we could complete the shape of almost
every vessel found, and that only a
handful of sherds had not been fitted into
some complete or nearly complete vessel,
indicating we had overlooked very little.
One pottery join was puzzling. A sherd
found inside the large storage jar ninety
feet from the gridded area fit perfectly
onto a sherd found beneath the grid. We
suppose an octopus carried it there, for
other sherds, almost certainly much later
than the cargo, were also found inside the
jar, along with a number of stones.
That was only a minor puzzle. The
date of the cargo remains a mystery.

When we first saw the site in 1973, I
reported to our sponsors that we had
found a wreck of the Middle Bronze Age
It required four weeks of work after (ca. 2000 - 1600 B.C.), based on the
diving ceased to finish piecing together shapes of fragmentary two-handled jars,
the pottery fragments excavated during or amphoras. Later, after raising the
six. Ann was aided by Robin in finding mixing bowl that year, I decided that it
and gluing joins, as Gay began drawing was later by perhaps a thousand years
complete shapes. John Cassils, M.D., ex- being no earlier than the eighth century
pedition doctor at Yassi Ada in 1967, had B.C.
joined us during the last phases of diving,
Now that we have a complete collecand now set to work helping Robin tion of pottery, enough to fill an entire
complete the restorations, filling in gallery of the Bodrum Museum, dating
presents the same problem. Several weeks
missing pieces with plaster.
Only after mending and restoration of research have shown that the amphoras
were completed had we reason to con- do, in fact, find their closest parallels in

Puzzling Pottery
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the Middle Bronze Age, whereas other
jars from the site seem to be from the
Archaic Period, perhaps as late as the
sixth century B.C. Were two cargoes involved? I doubt it (although we have
dealt with one wreck on top of another
before), for the sherds were thoroughly
mixed in a small, concentrated area, and
their clay fabric is seemingly of the same
type.
Excavation is only the tip of an
archaeological iceberg. The Devil Creek
excavation is over, but it is historically
meaningless. Research will continue until
the site is properly interpreted and
published. Th is will be as exciting as the
first look at those two "huge jars"
Cumhur showed us in 1973.
-George F. Bass

George Bass arranges a display of pottery from the Shey tan D eresi wreck in the Bodrum Museum.

AINA Staff News
Adjunct Professor Joseph W. Shaw
informs us that land has been purchased
for the excavation of the Bronze Age
Minoan port town at Kommos, Crete. In
1975, topographic plans of the area were
completed and a general survey was
initiated. Once formal permission is
granted by the Greek Archaeological
Service, excavation can begin, hopefully
in July, 1976. . . Research Associate
John Gifford divided his summer vacation
between the coasts of Yucatan and
Cyprus. In the latter, he began research
for his doctoral thesis (for the University
of Minnesota) on coastal changes and
thei r possible effects on Late Bronze Age
settlements around the Salt Lake at
Larnaca. Off the east coast of Yucatan ,
he worked with Nancy Farriss (University
of Pennsylvania) and Dr. Harold Edgerton
in a National Geographic Society sponsored sonar and diving search for Maya
trade canoes . . . Vice-President Michael

L. Katzev directed the completion of the Naval Engineers Journal (October, 1975).
Kyrenia ship restoration. He and his wife In January, Mr. Steffy read the paper to
Susan spent the fall months cutting and the Flagship Section , American Society
studying a one-ton concretion from the of Naval Engineers . . . Adjunct Professor
wreck; it contained a surprising variety of David Switzer, Director of the Penobscot
metal objects which should aid greatly in Bay project, reported on the 1975 season
the final study of the ship. The Katzevs at the meeting of the International Conare now living in Athens, where they will ference of Underwater Archaeology, held
work on the final publication of the at Philadelphia in January, 1976. Dr.
project . . . Executive Director Cynthia J. Switzer is making plans to continue the
Eiseman continues research on the excavation in June and July, 1976 ...
Porticello shipwreck. The American A INA staff members Donald A . Frey and
Robin C.M. Piercy spent three weeks in
Journal of Archaeology (October, 1975)
published he r note "Classical lnkpots." January investigating a Portuguese shipMrs. Eiseman toured the west coast in wreck in Kenya, at the invitation of the
October, lecturing on nautical archae- Fort Jesus Museum, Mombasa; support
ology at eleven colleges and universities; came from the National Geographic
the tour was sponsored by the Archae- Society . . . Adjunct Professor Carl
ological Institute of America, in coopera- Clausen published "The Early Man Site at
tion with AINA ... J. Richard Steffy, Warm Mineral Springs, Florida, " in the
AINA Ship Reconstructor, published Journal of Field Archaeology, Vol. 2,
"Nautical
Archaeology
Construction 1975.
Techniques of Ancient Ships," in the
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